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Rising Tides & Modern Waves: 

Colonial & Early American Pirate 
Literature  

 
Fall 2018  

MWF 10:00 am-10:50am 
MMC, Ocean Bank Convoc. Center 121 

	

Dr. Mark B. 
Kelley 

Contact 
makelley@fiu.edu (best) 

669-228-1906 

Office Hours 
English Department  

DM 471B 
MW 11:30am-1:00 pm 

TH 330-430pm 
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(please do!) 
 

Course Manifest 
Jack Sparrow could have been a slavetrader. That is, if he were 
real.  

What makes someone a pirate in...1685? 1776? 1820? 1861? 
2018? How do narrative, legal, or historical precedents both 
secure these terms and undermine them? To what degree is 
piracy a necessary foil to (or partner in) the formation of 
“America” as a place or as the basis for national identities?   

With these questions as our guide, this course will (re)survey the 
field of early American Literature with an eye towards the sea. 
The pirate’s contested literary, historical, and ideological  
meaning, then and now, provides us an opportunity to  consider 
the generic, geographic, gendered, and racial fluidity of 
American identities, as well as the American nation’s connection 
to oceanic systems of exchange and bondage. Through an 
analysis of sermons, popular tracts, visual texts, novels, and 
legal decisions, we will move beyond the Disney-fied pirates. In 
turn, we will probe the gap between modern (mis)conceptions 
of maritime piracy and its cultural legacies.    

 

  

                                                                                         Image Credit: PBS Nova 

Gibbeting of Captain Kidd in 1701. 
From Elms, The Pirates Own Book. (1837)                                                                                        



 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning Outcomes 

•to critically re/examine early American nationalism and literature as 
indebted to piracy.   

•to apply and improve your analytic skills through written and oral 
investigations of these debates.  

•to evaluate the intersections between piracy and constructions of 
race/sex/gender/class/ability. 

•to practice and improve your academic and  
workplace communication skills. 

 
•to create ties between our chosen theme and modern ecological, 

political, or social issues in maritime space 

 Assessment 

You will have a series of written assignments or presentations (see assignment page). These 
assignments will be the basis for group discussion and may build off one another. You will need to 

POST each assignment to Canvas and, when directed, PRINT each assignment for class. 

Attendance  

Since this is a discussion-based course, attendance is vital to our success. 

Nonetheless, if you are feverish or come down with the flu or a nasty cold (are coughing, 
sneezing, or vomiting), notify me of your absence by email. Please do not attend class. The 

absence will count toward your three (3) allowed absences. You do NOT need to detail 
your symptoms or provide a doctor’s note. If you think that your illness will last longer than 
the three (3) allowed absences, please email me so we can consider your options. Please 

see the next page for more information 

 

 

Course Texts 
Rowson,  
Slaves in Algiers 
(@Bookstore, ISBN: 
1583900144) 
 
Philip, Emmanuel 
Appadocca  
(@Bookstore, ISBN: 
1558490760)  
 
Course Readings 
(Canvas & Ricoh) 

 

Captain’s 
Orders 

  

Technology 

Please do not use your phone in class. Recent research suggests that ‘laptop/tablet bans’ 
negatively impact some students. Yet the problem of distraction persists. To strike a 

balance, our classroom will have a ‘tech side’ (stage left) and a ‘non-tech side’ (stage right). 
You can pick sides daily, but must keep to it each day. You may be barred from the ‘tech 

side’ for a period if your technology use negatively impacts other students.     
 



Academic Integrity 

If you are having difficulty completing an assignment for any reason, please come speak with me. 
Most academic integrity cases are the result of a misplaced idea— often brought on by late-night 
panic or grade pressures—that misconduct is the only way to completing the assignment.  
“Academic Misconduct” includes:      
 
Cheating – The unauthorized use of books, notes, aids, electronic sources; or assistance from 
another person with respect to examinations, course assignments, field service reports, class 
recitations; or the unauthorized possession of examination papers or course materials, whether 
originally authorized or not.  
 
Plagiarism – The use and appropriation of another’s work without any indication of the source 
and the representation of such work as the student’s own.  
 
Learn more about the academic integrity policies as well as student resources that can help you 
prepare for a successful semester. Again, please consider me your #1 resource and advocate! 
 

 

Due Dates 

I understand that life/emergencies 
happen, but our success depends on 

everyone performing assignments at the 
same time. If it appears that you will be 
unable to do so, please let me know at 
least 24 hours BEFORE the due date.  

 If you do not arrange something 
beforehand, your earned grade will be 
lowered five points per course day for 
a late submission (including lock-ins), 
beginning after class. Unless arranged 

with me, I do not accept assignments that 
are more than two weeks late. 

  

Grading Scale 
A = 925-1000     A- = 900-924 

B+ = 875-899  B = 825-874  B- = 795-824 

C+ = 765-794  C = 700-764   

D = 600-699   

F = 599 and below 

  

Canvas 

Information about the course, changes in readings, announcements of campus events will be 
presented on Canvas (https://canvas.fiu.edu/) Please check prior to every meeting.  

 Grade Breakdown 

Attendance:      150  points 
Assignment 1:     100 points 
Assignment 2:             150 points 
Assignment 3:            250 points 
Assignment 4:            350 points  

 Attendance (Continued) 

You will get the full 150 points for attendance with 
up to three absences. Each further absence will 

cost 10 points, except FIU sanctioned activities or 
pre-set accommodations.  

 
Note: two arrivals after 10:10 or two departures 
before 10:40 equal one absence. Also, failure to 

attend class during presentations will result in lost 
discussion points (see assignment sheet).      

 



Accommodations  

Above all, I strive to provide access to all students according to their needs. Please see me if 
there are ways I can better support you. This may include speaking more slowly in class, 

increasing the number of visual aids, or organizing the classroom in a more equitable way. Also, 
the Disability Resource Center (DRC) works with students, faculty, staff, & community members to 

create diverse learning environments that are usable, equitable, inclusive, and sustainable.  

If you have a diagnosed disability and plan to utilize academic accommodations, please contact 
the Center at 305/348-3532 or visit them at the Graham Center (GC) 190. Please also notify me of 

any DRC accommodations as soon as possible. We can then work together to best coordinate 
your official as well as informal accommodations for this course.  

 
Additional Resources  

Any student who has difficulty affording groceries or accessing sufficient food to eat every day, or 
who lacks a safe and stable place to live, and believes this may affect their performance in the 
course, is urged to contact the Dean of Students Office (305-348-2797). Furthermore, please let me 
know if you need additional support in accessing these resources below. 
 
Violence and Harassment Resources 
 
Title IX makes it clear that violence & harassment based on sex and gender are Civil Rights 
offenses subject to the same kinds of accountability applied to offenses against other protected 
categories such as race, national origin, sexual orientation, etc. If you or someone you know has 
been harassed or assaulted, you can file a complaint through FIU’s Equal Opportunity Programs & 
Diversity Office. Alternatively, you may file an anonymous complaint using our Ethical Panther 
Reporting Line at 844-312-5358 or online at https://compliance.fiu.edu/hotline.html 

Crisis Resources 

If you are in crisis, you can find the appropriate resources at Counseling & Psychological Services 
(CAPS). CAPS provides free and confidential mental health services to students. 

 CAPS Modesto Maidique Campus: UHSC 270, 305-348-2277  
 CAPS Biscayne Bay Campus: WUC 320, 305-919-5305 
 

Food Insecurity Resources 

The Student Food Pantry is an initiative to address the prevalence of food insecurity on campus. 
This project assists students who are experiencing financial difficulty to purchase groceries. No 
proof of need is required and students can access the pantry once a week. 

 Modesto Maidique Campus:  DM 166, 305-348-6995 
 Biscayne Bay Campus: WUC 307, 305-919-5620 Ext. 4 
 

Center for Excellence in Writing & Center for Academic Success  

The CEW (GL 120) can help you brainstorm, draft, revise, or polish your written  work. It is open 
Mon-Thu 9:00-8:00 and Fri 9:00-5:00. The CAS can assist you with reading skills, study techniques, 
and grammar. Open Mon-Thu 8-8 and Fri 8-5. Tutoring assistance begins at 9:00. 

 



 

 
  

Course (Treasure) Map   
Please check ‘Canvas’ weekly for updates to this schedule. 

 
 

You should have access to readings in class— when available, you may bring digital copies 
on a computer/tablet (no phones)— and must PRINT assignments when directed. 
 
BUY HARD COPIES: Slaves in Algiers (9/12) & Emmanuel Appadocca (10/24) 
CANVAS/OPTIONAL PRINTING (AT RICOH): Texan Captain ($13.95) & All others ($28.07)  
 
I.     Declaring Piracy, Beginnings-1724 
 
MON Aug 20                         
EXPLORE:  Syllabus and Crew List 
 
WED Aug 22 
READ: Crain, “Bootylicious.” The New Yorker (2009) 
 Encyclopedia Britannica, “Pirates Throughout History”  
 Kelley, “Pirate Etymology” Handout  
 
FRI Aug 24                          No Class (Department Retreat) 
 
MON Aug 27 
READ: Johnson, General History (1724) (Preface, Blackbeard, Edward England)  
 
WED Aug 29 
READ: Johnson, General History (1724) (Anne Bonny and Mary Read)  
WATCH: Key and Peele, ‘Pirate Chantey’ (Canvas) 
 
FRI Aug 31 
CONTINUE: Johnson, General History Part II (Anne Bonny and Mary Read) 
    
II. Seeking Salvation, 1717-1806 
 
MON Sept 3                        No Class (Labor Day) 
 
WED Sept 5     
READ:    Campbell, “Puritanism in New England” 
    Mather, “Instructions to the Living” (1717)  
 
FRI Sept 7 
READ:    Mather, “The Vial Poured Out Unto the Sea” (1726) 
INTRODUCE:  Assignment 1  
    
MON Sept 10    
READ:    Manseu, “Why Thomas Jefferson Owned a Qur’an”     
    Jefferson, “Declaration of Independence (Deleted)” (1776)   
    Autobiography of Omar ibn Said, Slave in North Carolina (1831)  
    “First Barbary War” (Wikipedia)     



WED Sept 12 
READ: Rowson, Slaves in Algiers (Preface, Prologue, ACT 1) (1794) 
 
FRI Sept. 14 
READ:  Rowson, Slaves in Algiers (ACT 2-3)  
  
MON Sept 17 
READ:  Martin, “History of the Captivity and Sufferings” (1807) 
 Adayfi, “In Our Prison on the Sea”  
 Tong, “U.S. Coast Guard Operating...”   
WRITE:  Assignment 1 ‘Lock-In’ 
 
III. Testing Legality, 1806-1850 
 
WED Sept  19 
READ: U.S. Congress, “Act of 1820” 
 Howison, ‘The Florida Pirate” (1821) (to 523) 
 Florida Pirate Cover Visual (Canvas) 
 
FRI Sept 21 
READ: Howison, ‘The Florida Pirate” (1821) (Finish) 
 
MON Sept 24 
WRITE/PRINT/PRESENT: Assignment 1 
 
WED Sept 26 
PRESENT: Assignment 1 
 
FRI Sept 28 
READ:    “Jean Lafitte” (Wikipedia) 
 Ellms, “The Life of Lafitte” in The Pirate’s Own Book (1837) 
INTRODUCE: Assignment 2 
  
MON Oct 1 
READ:  Kelley, “The Memoir of Jean Lafitte” (Handout)  
 ????, Memoir of Jean Lafitte (182?) (Start to 112) 
WED Oct 3 
READ: ????, Memoir of Jean Lafitte (182?) (“Old Radical” to End) 
 ‘Drunk History: Jean Lafitte’ (2015) (Canvas) 
FRI Oct 5 
READ:    “Pirate and Patriot” (1946) & “Patriot or Pirate” (1949) (Canvas) 
WRITE: Assignment 2 Lock-In 
 
MON Oct 8 
READ: “The Antelope” (Wikipedia) 
 U.S. Supreme Court, “The Antelope Decision Syllabus”  
 Douglass, ‘The Heroic Slave’ (Summary & Part IV pg 225-39 ONLY)  
  
 



III. Expanding Empires 1850-1860 
 
WED Oct 10 
READ/PRINT: Luff, The Texan Captain (1850). OR Antonita, the Female Contrabandista, 

a Mexican Tale of Land and Water (1847) CH 1-11 (Pg. 37)  
 
FRI Oct 12 
READ: Luff, The Texan Captain (1850) CH-12-15 (Pg. 52) 
WATCH: ‘Stardust’ Parts One & Two (Canvas) 
   
MON Oct 15  
WRITE/PRINT/PRESENT: Assignment 2 
 
WED Oct 17 
PRESENT: Assignment 2 
 
FRI Oct 19 
READ: Luff, The Texan Captain (1850) CH 16-23 (Pg. 76) 
 
MON Oct 22 
READ: Luff, The Texan Captain (1850) CH 24-END 
INTRODUCE: Assignment 3 
 
WED Oct 24 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) Preface, CH 1-4 (Pg. 45) 
 
FRI Oct 26 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) CH 5-9 (Pg. 76) 
 
MON Oct 29 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) CH 10-13 (Pg. 118) 
LISTEN/READ: Planet Money, “Episode 689: A Hedge Fund...”  
 
WED Oct 31 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) CH 14-17 (Pg. 150) 
 
FRI Nov 2 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) CH 18- 20  (Pg. 174) 
 
MON Nov 5 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) CH 21-26 (Pg. 215) 
 FBI, “Asset Forfeiture” (Canvas) 
WED Nov 7 
READ:  Philip, Emmanuel Appadocca (1854) CH 27-FINISH 
 
FRI Nov 9  No Class (Academic Conference) 
MON Nov 12 No Class (Veteran’s Day) 
  
WED Nov 14 
WRITE/PRINT/PRESENT: Assignment 3 



FRI Nov 16 
PRESENT: Assignment 3 
 
IV. Floating Secession, 1860-1865 

MON Nov 19 
READ:    “Confederate Privateer” (Wikipedia) 
    “Instructions & Form of Bond” (1861) 
    South Carolina, “Declaration and Immediate Cause...” (1861) 

Lincoln, “1861 Address” 
Sabe, ‘Song of the Privateer’ (Canvas) 

     
INTRODUCE:  Assignment 4 (Final) 
 
WED Nov 21 
READ:    ‘Confederate Ephemera’ (Canvas-only) 
    ‘Union Ephemera”(Canvas-only) 

 
FRI Nov 23  No Class (Thanksgiving Holiday) 
 
MON Nov 26 
READ: Selections from “Full Report of the Trial of William Smith” (1862) 
 Selections from Desmos, “... The Abolitionist & the Land Pirate” (1860) 
 Selections from Cummins, Haunted Hearts (1864) 
 
WED Nov 28  
READ: “A Story of High Sea’s Heroism” (Canvas) 
 Selections from Anonymous, The Rebel Pirate’s Fatal Prize (1865)  
 
FRI Nov 30 
 Wrap-up Discussion/Finals Prep 
 
V. Final Exam  
 
WRITE/PRINT/PRESENT:  Assignment 4. You will bring a copy of your final assignment (#4) 
during the final exam period and we will hold a final class discussion. 
 

Assignments 
All assignments should be written in 12 pt. Times New Roman, single spaced, 1 inch margins 
using the following header: 

[Your Name] 
Professor Kelley 
AML4213 
Assignment # 

[YOUR Title] 
 

 Sample text/note: these assignments bolster our classroom discussion, give you an 
opportunity to connect course concepts, and are a forum for your creativity I am open to ideas as 
to how to best meet these aims. If you have a question or issue, odds are a classmate does too!  

 



Assignments  

(I may post expansions/updates to these assignments on Canvas) 
 

Assignments 1-2 have ‘Lock-In’ dates where you must choose an artifact/topic for your paper. 
Failure to do so will result in late penalties. Changing topics (without coming to see me in office 
hours) will lead to 20 point penalty.  

 
1: Representing “Barbary Piracy” (75 point paper, 25 points discussion) 
Here’s a big research question: historically, what are American visual representations of 
“Barbary” piracy or North African maritime culture, broadly conceived? Why does it matter? 

To begin addressing this question, select ONE visual artifact from those listed on Canvas (by 
Monday September 17th). Use the skills of visual analysis introduced with the hanging scene (how 
do you know what story the image is telling?) How are they similar/different than the narrative 
cues given by the authors we’ve discussed thus far? Given the limited space, you would do well 
to focus on one characteristic— e.g. race, class, religion, national (non)affiliation, gender, sex, 
ability, or others— that can be analyzed in comparison.  

The first sentences should describe the object (who/what/when/where) before moving onto a 
claim. A successful essay will not only analyze the visual text, but also select a passage or a 
couple of brief passages of the narratives to compare.  

We will spend two class days displaying/discussing these visuals in an informal ‘gallery show.’ 
Depending on the image, some of the class will serve as ‘curators’ who describe their artifacts 
while the other half acts as the ‘audience’ who ask questions of these experts.  

Length:  350-400 words. Posted to Canvas as well as printed/brought to class. 

2. ‘Lafitte’s Roadshow’ (125 point paper, 25 point discussion) 

Research question:  How has “Jean Lafitte” been remembered? As a slavetrader? As a pirate? A 
patriot? Something else? How does that memory correspond to his purported self-image or his 
historical period? Why does this dis/connection matter? 

We will not be able to address this question in full, but we can discuss it!  

To begin doing so, find ONE piece of popular ‘Lafitte’ material/representation  produced since 
1850 (by Friday October 5th). This can be a place, a consumer good, a literary character, an 
amusement ride, or anything else! I suggest you take some time exploring [google, youtube, 
ebay, amazon], as some of the coolest items are below the surface. Briefly describe the object 
(who/what/when/where) before considering how it (dis)connects with representations of Lafitte. 
You may mention/discuss “The Heroic Slave” and/or “The Florida Pirate” in support of your 
analysis.    

The first sentences should describe the object (who/what/when/where) before moving onto a 
claim. A successful essay will not only analyze the visual text, but also select a passage or a 
couple of brief passages of the narratives to compare.  

As in the prior assignment, we will spend two days discussing these items. 

Length: 650-700 words. Posted to Canvas as well as printed/brought to class. 

 



 3: Concluding Emmanuel Appadocca (200 point paper, 50 point ‘pitch’) 

You’ve been tasked to rewrite the ending of Emmanuel Appadocca for its movie adaptation! 
Assume that the events prior to Chapter XXIX are the same, but the rest is up to you.  

In your first section, imagine new plausible fates for the novel’s major characters: Appadocca, 
Feliciana, Lorenzo, Agnes, Jack Jimmy, James Wilmington, the Black Schooner crew, or anyone 
else. You may either write bullet points for each character or write a creative plot summary that 
includes each. Be as creative as you want to be! 

Secondly, and most importantly, analyze/justify your choice. You may ask...What prior scenes in 
the novel foreshadowed your choice? What prior texts (give specific examples/passages) does 
your ending connect to or take inspiration from? What would be the (new) political or ideological 
message or implications of your text? What major course themes could a class engage with in a 
discussion of your new ending? In each case, you are best served by using specific 
examples/passages to support an analytic response. 

Be prepared to “pitch” you new ending to the “studio” (us) in two-three minutes. 

Length: 900-1000 words (at least 600 words of analysis). Posted to Canvas as well as 
printed/brought to class. 

 

Final. Debating Secessionism at Sea (275 point paper, 75 point debate) 

You are sitting on the U.S. Supreme Court. The case at hand: were Confederate letter-of-marque 
holders pirates? Why or why not? That is, what legal, historical, or narrative precedents support 
your position? How are the Confederate sailors like/unlike figures we have discussed? To what 
degree have their justifications been accepted/rejected in previous contexts? And how would 
you respond to an opposing position/claim that also uses evidence? As a judge, you need to 
answer YES or NO. 

There’s no need for introductory filler or a conclusion. Make a decision/claim in your first 
sentence or two. Then write paragraphs that each contain a concrete claim followed by analysis of 
evidence in support of that claim. In the process, you must use at least five texts: at least two from 
this unit’s reading, and at least three from prior weeks. Those readings may ground your points, 
be more briefly named as a precedent, or be the basis of a counterargument you refute. Your aim 
should be to synthesize course texts/concepts and apply them to a specific debate (one that still 
rages today.)  

Note: the place of slavery, as both the war’s defining cause and an immoral institution, is a settled 
debates. To argue in favor of the secessionist sailors, if you choose, does not (indeed must not) 
require you to champion the Confederate government’s slaveholding ethos.  

Our final session will be an open court discussion of this case divided according to your decision.  

Length: 1200-1300 words. Posted to Canvas as well as printed/brought to class. 

 
Thank you for joining me this semester! 

-Professor Kelley 
 


